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Surveying in the Good Old Days 

“Jeremiah and me wuz surveyin… 
     He never said a word for 3 months - 
         Now that’s what I call good company.”  
 



Today’s Innovation Topics 

• Mobile LiDAR Guidelines  
• Assessing Coding and Marking of Highway 

Structures During Emergency Events 
• FHWA EDC 3 Regional Summits 
• FHWA EDC 3 Webinars and Workshops – 3D 

Models, As-Built Surveys and As-Found  
• The Future of the Built Environment 

 





Transportation Asset Lifecycle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introducing the BIG Picture concept of how 3D technologies can be leveraged to better manage the transportation asset lifecycle





 



New Ideas 

• Research in progress  
• Expand State specifications 
• Case studies 
• Requests for information and proposals -

RFI/RFP 
• Other creative, value creating ideas 

 



NCHRP 14-29 Assessing, Coding, and Marking 
of Highway Structures in Emergency 

Situations 

Under 
Review 

MPN Components 



Pre-Incident Planning 
• Recommendation 2  Identify vulnerable and 

essential highway structures prior to an event and 
periodically evaluate. 
 

• Recommendation 3  Develop priority inspection 
routes.   
 

• Recommendation 4  Develop a digital structural 
inventory database and digital maintenance databases 
that tie structures to geospatial location, traffic levels, 
and other pertinent information that can quickly be 
accessed during emergency response. 
 



Coding 

• Unsafe – Red color code 
and indicates extreme 
hazards 
 

• Limited Use – Yellow 
color code and indicates 
dangerous conditions 
 

• Inspection – Green 
color code and indicates 
no apparent hazard 

 
 



Marking 
• Placards affixed with a 

color decal 
 

• Available at all offices 
and in inspection 
vehicles 
 

• Could be placed on 
the right hand side of 
an approach to a 
bridge 
 

• Attach with ties (e.g., 
guardrail) or high 
strength adhesive 
 



Website 

• To Be Continued at TRB 2016 



Fall 2014 

3D Engineered Models:  
Schedule, Cost and Post-
Construction 
Regional Summit 



Summary of EDC-3 Technologies 

16 
Image Sources: Walsh, Caltrans, FHWA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify the EDC3 focus areasBackground: For this EDC-3 effort we will build on the current advancements of 3D technology in design and construction made under EDC2 and will identify the benefits of using the technology in other phases of the project delivery cycle. Specifically, the focus will be on three practices: Using the as-found survey data from which the model is created, for example, LiDAR-generated data) for roadway inventory and asset management purposesIncorporating 4D (schedule) and 5D (cost) information into the models, andUsing post-construction survey data to correct the design model and create an accurate as-built recordIn the technical presentations that will follow we will identify the benefits of these technologies. We will have facilitated discussion after each technical presentation. We will answer your questions, discuss additional benefits, but especially we would like your input on the challenges you face in implementing the technology and how the FHWA can support you to overcome those challenges.  Facilitation Note: Spend 2 minutes reading the planned learning outcomes.



Enabling Technology: LiDAR 

17 
Image Source: NCHRP 15-44 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Show the audience what a raw point cloud dataset from LiDAR data looks like. Background: A 3D Model is only as good as the data that it is based upon.  Whenever we develop a 3D model, we are starting with several datasets that help us to describe the as-found condition of the assets we’re describing in the model.  For example, when we start to design a roadway, we might pull from a GIS asset management database. We would obtain information from the local MSD’s sanitary sewer database with pipe sizes, horizontal locations and inverts. Historically, we don’t have a lot of confidence in this data because the accuracy needed for managing these assets isn’t as tight as it is for construction. However, it does tell us what utilities to expect when the One Call service marks up the utilities and the surveyor goes into the field to locate them more accurately. This process works well, as long as we get everything we need the first time we go out into the field. But that’s not always the case, is it? When I was a planner and a designer, sometimes working on projects located in another country, one of the most valuable pieces of data that I had was a photograph. On my only site visit, I would just photograph as much as I could, whether I thought I needed it or not, because once I was back in the office, those photos – and maybe Google street view, the agency’s photolog data, and aerial photos – were all I had to inform my engineering judgment and make decisions. Yet still, I can’t count the number of times I wished I had another photo, from a different angle, and more survey points. Perhaps we didn’t realize that an area was important with the design concept as it was when the original survey was conducted, but design is dynamic, or maybe the contractor has proposed an Alternate Technical Concept, we’re altering the Right-of-Way limits, and we need an additional ten feet of data over a few hundred yards. How much does it cost, in terms of time and money, to get that data now?One of the most profoundly disruptive technologies – in a good way! – for our industry is mobile LiDAR.  As you can see on the image, the wealth of data that is captured is immense. The image on the slide is a single view point in a mobile LiDAR survey dataset, often called a point cloud. This is raw survey data. Noise can be seen in the point cloud, including a semi-truck to the left of the intersection and perhaps birds above the intersection and even on the power lines. But look at the wealth of data that has been captured! We can clearly see signing, striping, median islands, overhead utilities, light stands, signal infrastructure.  We can even see land use on the fields adjacent to the roads. If the field surveyor missed something, unless it was an invert or beyond the line of sight of the sensor, there would be no need to go back out into the field and recapture data. We can process the data we’ve already captured and extract the information we need. This tremendous dataset was captured by a LiDAR sensor attached to a vehicle that drove, at regular traffic speeds, with operators strapped safely into the vehicle.  The amount of exposure of surveyors to active traffic was limited to setting control that is needed to rectify the dataset onto a geospatial projection – the x, y, z coordinates we use. Caltrans used mobile LiDAR for data capture for their Presidio Parkway project and they made an effort to compare quantitatively the costs and benefits of mobile LiDAR to traditional survey.  They estimated that they cut the direct cost in half, reduced the time by two-thirds, and saved the motoring public over $100,000 in indirect costs associated with traffic disruptions. There are some challenges to using mobile LiDAR data. Surveyors have been using this technology for a number of years and the tools for processing the data are improving rapidly.  One of the main challenges is data storage and portability.  Datasets this rich with points – millions or billions of points – take up a lot of space.  Data storage is also rapidly improving, but unprocessed datasets still need to be transported on physical media like external hard drives or the expensive USB keys. Processing this dataset is the expensive part; perhaps an order of magnitude more costly than the data capture. Missouri DOT has migrated most of their pre-design survey to LiDAR, primarily aerial LiDAR from aeroplanes not ground-based vehicle-mounted LiDAR. With the budget constraints they are facing, they have learned to be very selective in what outputs they request from their datasets. You can always go back and output more data from the point cloud at a later time. Collect the data once, process it many times to extract different outputs. The accuracy of mobile LiDAR data varies depending on how it was captured. LiDAR is a remote sensing application. That is, the observations are taken from a distance, not physical observations of the target like you do with a Rover or a Total Station. It relies upon line-of-sight and can be prone to shadowing. That’s one of the reasons that on a mobile LiDAR survey, you always need to traverse the route in both directions. The observations closer to the sensor are less affected by degradation of the beam with distance. Mobile applications are affected by vibrations and the GNSS and IMU units that provide the positioning of the sensor at the time that the beam is sent and received. Projection is another contributor to accuracy of the data. There is the relative accuracy within a point cloud – the ability to measure a bridge clearance, for instance, and then there’s the accuracy against a datum. You might, for instance, be able to measure that bridge clearance within an inch, but the location of the roadway centerline and bridge abutments may only be accurate to a few feet on your state plane coordinate system. This is where that survey control, the physical monuments set in the field, becomes important. A surveyor can reconcile the points against the control and use his judgment as a licensed surveyor to certify the accuracy of the data to within a horizontal and vertical limit at some confidence interval. Something like accurate to 1” at 95% confidence. Facilitation Notes: This is a good opportunity to poll the audience Yes/No/Not Sure whether or not their agency has used Lidar data of any form. Spend 5 minutes introducing Lidar technology



Creating Digital As-Built Records 

18 
Image Source: FHWA 

Construction is the most cost-effective time to capture position information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: During construction is the easiest and most cost-effective time to capture accurate records.Background: We also need to talk about the timing of data acquisition and how that affects the type/format/accuracy of data. The most dynamic phase of an asset’s lifecycle is construction, but the most dynamic phase of data creation for the asset is design.  A tremendous volume of geospatial data is collected and created to characterize an asset during planning, design and construction.  Starting with survey, the existing condition is characterized within some horizontal and vertical accuracy parameters (which are typically different). During design, the asset is characterized in terms of position and other physical characteristics that affect its function and how it will be maintained. During construction, as-built data is captured, increasingly using survey technology. In EDC2 we sought to expand contractors’ use of Automated Machine Guidance and location-aware survey instruments (“rovers”) for construction layout and quality control checks. We also sought to expand the owner’s use of rovers and even LiDAR to capture and process geospatial data to compare to the design data for checking tolerances and measuring payment quantities.  Some highway owners – like New York State DOT - have already started storing the data captured in construction, especially subsurface utility data, for future use. We identified numerous safety and efficiency benefits for using post-construction surveying and CADD data like this. We now need to think of the potential for using the 3D digital as-builts emanating from post-construction surveying to maintain the roadway inventory. 



As-Found Data for Bridge Inventories 
• Design 
• Clearances 
• Condition assessments  

19 
Image Sources: Woolpert, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 

 Eastbound Westbound 
 
Route: KY-222 Milepoint: 129 
Structure ID: 047XXXXX Year Built: 1962 
Design Construction: Tie-beam Material Design: Concrete Continuous 
Length: 62.8 m Scan date: 6/19/2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: LIDAR can quickly and accurately determine bridge clearances. It is also useful for condition assessments, design,Background: Bridge clearances are historically problematic.  The I-5 Skagit River collapse was precipitated by a clearance issue, when a tall load was in the incorrect lane and hit a fracture-critical member of the truss. The average age of bridges in the National Bridge Inventory is 42 years. Successive pavement overlays and historically smaller clearance requirements mean that bridge clearance information is important to maintain.  Mobile LiDAR obtains information across an entire road. Both horizontal and vertical clearances can be measured in the point cloud, at any point in the roadway. This ensures that the actual minimum clearance is found.  3D models of oversized loads can also be simulated traveling through the point cloud, verifying that the permitted route is passable. These clearances are not limited to just bridges, but similar techniques can be used for power lines, vegetation encroachment, and a variety of other purposes. LiDAR data was used in this way to plan the final journey of the Space Shuttle Endeavour across the streets of Los Angeles on October 12, 2012.Texas DOT has been active in using mobile LIDAR to perform bridge inventories and has used it to generate clearance reports of all of their interstate overpasses.   Washington DOT in a study “LIDAR for data efficiency” evaluated the multiple uses of mobile lidar and found that they could save $800,000 per inventory cycle by using survey grade mobile LIDAR for bridge clearance measurements.  http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/research/reports/fullreports/778.1.pdfKentucky DOT also released a report documenting the usage of mobile LIDAR for bridge clearances and found that clearances could be obtained with an accuracy of 1.2”http://www.ktc.uky.edu/files/2013/08/KTC_13_09_FRT_199_13_1F.pdfIn addition to evaluating clearances, the information has also proved useful for condition assessments where damaged sections of the bridge showing cracking and spalling can quickly be identified in the point cloud.  Further, the point cloud provides a virtual world that someone can explore from the safety and efficiently from their office.  ------------------------------------Additional resources:Woolperthttp://www.dot.state.fl.us/structures/DesignExpo2012/CIMPresentations/Bradley%20Adams%20FDOT%20CIM.pdf



State Transportation 
 Innovation Councils - STICs 

• http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/stic/ 
 

• $100k grants per year 
 

• PA in the lead 
 
 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/stic/


Support for Every Day Counts Three (EDC-3) Initiative 
Webinars and Workshops for 3D Engineered Models: 

Schedule, Cost and Post-Construction 
 



EDC-3 Webinars 

• Build on format from EDC-2 
• Widely publicized – anyone can join 
• EDC-2 audience primarily DOT/Consultant 
• Discussions can be very technical 
• Focus on lessons learned 
• Polls capture national  
 perspective 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/construction/3d/webinars.cfm 



Workshops 

• Main deployment product – 1.5 days on site 
• Agency leadership and technical professionals 
• Focus on supporting implementation 
• Provide foundational technical information  
• 2 SMEs per workshop – depends on track 
• Support a 3D  
 implementation plan 

 



The Future of the Built Environment 

 
 
 

 
www.futbe.com 

gene.roe@futbe.com 
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